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Welcome

- Housekeeping – restrooms, exits, lunch, Wi-Fi
- Participants – training, testing, staff
- Activity Tracks
  - Training – T104/105
  - Testing – STOL
- Task 2 - Note: Radio or electrical emissions from devices during any of the events will be considered visual disclosure of data (the data will be observed on computer screens or indicators on test equipment). **Participants will be responsible to declare any or all radio or electrical emissions as Sensitive Data** that should be protected from disclosure to outside parties under the terms of Section 5.2 of the Agreement prior to activating their equipment.
Project Overview

- Communication security
  - Common process
  - Preserving “Privacy by Design”

- Data flow and evolution
  - Common processes
  - Full round trip
Training Agenda for the Day

- **Morning**
  - Document Tree (Walt)
  - Security Requirements (Walt)
  - Architecture and Architecture Tool (Tom)
  - Concept of Operation (Jim)

- **Afternoon**
  - Broadcast Mode (Frank)
  - Peer-to-Peer (Frank)